Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N141SJ

The SubSonex Jet is fitted with a BRS Emergency Parachute. If deployed it will exit the fuselage on the upper right side behind the fuel tank.

Aircraft Type: 
SubSonex Registration:
N141SJ
Pilot Name: Robert Carlton
Emergency Contact Name:
Date: 04-17-15
Electrical/Ignition System
N141SJ

- Throttle
- Emergency engine shutoff - Red covered switch
- Master Switch (key)
- Smoke Switch
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Date: 4-17-15
Harnesses
N141SJ
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Ejection System  
N141SJ

Ballistic parachute  
Rocket exits here

Hazmat  
N141SJ

Wingtip pyro. Night shows only. **DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EXTINGUISH!**  
SWITCHES ARE STRAPPED TO PILOT’S LEFT THIGH.

Aircraft Type: SubSonex  
Registration: N141SJ  
Pilot Name: Robert Carlton  
Emergency Contact Name:  
Date: 4-17-15
Fuel System
N141SJ

Ballistic Parachute
Fuel shut off valve
Fuel tank

Canopy System
N141SJ

Canopy latch – slide latch rearward
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